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The bacterium Pseudomonas syringae has been historically recognized as an important plant pathogen [1-3]. 
However, the description of its ecology is moving away from that of a ubiquitous epiphytic plant pathogen to one 
of a multifaceted bacterium sans frontières that can survive in various ecosystems linked to the water cycle 
[4-5]. Discovery of the aquatic facet of its ecology has led to a vision of its life history that integrates temporal 
scales spanning billions of years; and spatial scales traversing catchment basins, continents and the whole planet. 
Phenotypic and molecular characterization of about 800 strains from a wide range of substrates revealed a 
diversity of traits and abilities, including subverting the attacks and defense responses of the cohabitants of 
the various environments they occupy and setting off major environmental processes (e.g. rain and snowfall) that 
influence climate. This new ecological perspective has also yielded insights into epidemiological phenomena linked 
to disease emergence and into potential conflicts between its beneficial role in climate processes and its negative 
impact on the health of crops. Overall, it sets the stage for the integration of more comprehensive contexts of 
ecology and evolutionary history to elucidate the selective pressures that have shaped the biology of P. syringae 
into a highly diversified metapopulation of strains. We will present our current approach at elucidating the ecology 
and evolutionary history of this bacterial species and we will solicit discussions to further assess the drivers of its 
evolution. 
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